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abolish
Formally put an end to (a system, practice, or institution.
Slavery was abolished in the mid 19th century in America and in
Russia.

abrogate Evade (a responsibility or duty.
A proposal to abrogate temporarily the right to strike.

abrogation The repeal or abolition of a law, right, or agreement.

annul Declare invalid (an official agreement, decision, or result.
Her first marriage was finally annulled by His Holiness.

barred Marked with stripes or bands.
A barred gate.

blocked Closed to traffic.
A blocked nose.

cancel A notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat.
His visa had been cancelled.

coronary Obstruction of blood flow in a coronary artery by a blood clot
thrombus.

delete
Remove (a product, especially a recording) from the catalogue of
those available for purchase.
Their EMI release has already been deleted.

exterminate Kill en masse; kill on a large scale; kill many.
They use poison to exterminate moles.

immobile Not capable of movement or of being moved.
An immobile workforce.

invalidate
Deprive (an official document or procedure) of legal validity because
it contravenes a regulation or law.
Invalidate a contract.
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naught The digit 0; nought.
All my efforts led to naught.

nil A quantity of no importance.
They beat us three nil.

none Not at all or in no way.
Thou shalt have none other gods before me.

nothing Not at all.
It looked like nothing I had ever seen before.

nowhere Having no prospect of progress or success.
He came out of nowhere.

null Combine a signal with another in order to create a null cancel out.
Null and void.

nullify Show to be invalid.
Judges were unwilling to nullify government decisions.

obstructed Shut off to passage or view or hindered from action.
Justice obstructed is not justice.

occluded (of a substance) taken into and retained in another substance.
An occluded artery.

override
Be more important than.
The House vote in favour of the bill was 10 votes short of the
requisite majority for an override.

rescind Revoke, cancel, or repeal (a law, order, or agreement.
The government eventually rescinded the directive.

stuffy Excessively conventional and unimaginative and hence dull.
He was steady and rather stuffy.

suspend Cause to be held in suspension in a fluid.
Work on the dam was suspended.

transience The state or fact of lasting only for a short time; transitoriness.
The transience of life and happiness.

uncharacteristically In a way that is not typical of a particular person or thing.
She seemed uncharacteristically quiet.

withdrawal A retraction of a previously held position.
The nurse was expert at the withdrawal of blood.

zero Adjust an instrument to zero.
He zeroed in his rifle at 200 yards.
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